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Naive Idiotope-Specific B and T Cells Collaborate Efficiently in the Absence of Dendritic Cells

Johanne Jacobsen,*† Ole-Audun Werner Haabeth,*† Anders Aune Tveita,*† Karoline W. Schjetne,*† Ludvig A. Munthe,*† and Bjarne Bogen,*†,‡

Anti-idiotype (anti-Id) Abs have a role in therapy against B cell lymphomas as inhibitors of pathogenic autoantibodies and as surrogate Ags for immunization. Despite these observations, the mechanism by which Id+ Ig generates anti-Id Abs is essentially unknown. To address this issue, we generated a double knock-in mouse that expresses V regions of a somatically mutated anti-Id mAb with intermediate affinity (affinity constant [K_a] = 0.77 × 10^2 M^-1) for the myeloma protein M315. The anti-Id mice have normal peripheral B cell populations, and allelic exclusion is efficient. Anti-Id B cells from BCR knock-in mice, together with Id-specific CD4+ T cells from previously established TCR-transgenic mice, enabled us to study Id-specific T cell–B cell collaboration by dilution of transferred cells into syngeneic BALB/c recipients. We show that previously unstimulated (naive) Id-specific B and T cells collaborate efficiently in vivo, even at low frequencies and in the presence of low amounts of Id+ Ig, resulting in germinal center formation, plasma cell development, and secretion of isotype-switched anti-Id Abs. We further demonstrate that Id-specific T cell–B cell collaboration occurs readily in the absence of adjuvant and is not dependent on Id-presentation by dendritic cells. The results underscore the potency of anti-Id B cells in MHC class II–restricted presentation of Id+ Ig and suggest that Id-specific T cell–B cell collaboration is of physiological relevance. *Journal of Immunology, 2014, 192: 000–000.

Because of the vast diversity of Abs (1), individual Ig molecules carry unique antigenic determinants called idiotopes (Ids) in their V regions (2). The totality of these individual Ids is termed the idotype of the Ig. Ids can be immunogenic because immunization of mice with syngeneic monoclonal Ig elicits anti-Id Abs (3). It was suggested that idiotypic interactions between Abs may regulate the immune system (4).

The idiotypic network hypothesis (4) received a lot of attention in the 1970s and 1980s. Today, there is a renewed focus on idiotypic relations for several reasons. First, perturbations in the balance between Id+ and anti-Id Abs have been associated with autoimmune diseases, such as diabetes mellitus (5) and Sjögren’s syndrome (6). Second, anti-Id Ab can mimic poorly immunogenic Ag and, thus, may be used as surrogate Ag for vaccination purposes (7). Third, induction of anti-Id Abs by idiotype vaccination with tumor Ig constitutes a promising therapeutic strategy in B cell lymphoma patients (8). Finally, therapeutic Abs, such as the anti–TNF-α Ab (adalimumab), often elicit blocking anti-Id Abs in treated patients, which may compromise treatment efficacy (9). Despite these recent observations, the cellular mechanism by which anti-Id Abs are induced is still poorly understood.

The development of anti-Id Abs was demonstrated to depend on Th cells, because thymectomized (10) and nude (11) mice fail to produce anti-Id Abs after immunization with Id+ Ig. Th cells were shown to recognize Ig V region–derived Id-peptides displayed on MHC class II (MHCII) molecules on APCs providing T cell help (12–14). However, in these previous studies, the APCs were nondiscriminative, because they lacked a receptor that specifically recognized the Id+ Ig. This is an important issue, because B cells with an anti-Id BCR could have a greatly enhanced ability to collaborate with Id-specific Th cells, thus increasing the likelihood of productive Ag display. Although circumstantial evidence in support of such an idea exists (15–18), there are no in vivo studies directly demonstrating the importance of anti-Id B cells.

To directly address this hypothesis, we generated a double knock-in (DKI) mouse that expresses H and L chain V regions of a somatically mutated anti-Id mAb. This mAb is specific for the Id+ M315 Ig. Using anti-Id B cells from such mice, together with Id-specific CD4+ T cells from TCR-transgenic (TG) mice (19), we show that previously unstimulated naive B and CD4+ T cells collaborate efficiently in response to Id+, MHC-restricted Id+ presentation by dendritic cells (DCs) was not required to elicit such responses.

Materials and Methods

**Generation of anti-Id H and L chain knock-in mice**

The BALB/c Ab2-1.4 mAb (IgG1,κ) binds to the DNP-specific Ag binding site of the BALB/c M315 IgA produced by the MOPC315 plasmacytoma. The Id (i.e., paratope) bound by Ab2-1.4 requires specific pairing of the L (κ2δ15) and H (α) chains of M315 for its expression (20). The hybridoma was the kind gift of Dr. J. Fleischman (Washington University, St. Louis, MO). VDJH and VJκ of Ab2-1.4 anti-Id mAb were cloned and sequenced (Supplemental Figs. 2, 3).
The H chain-targeting construct (Supplemental Fig. 1A) was designed based on a previous H chain knock-in (KJ) construct (21); rearranged VDJ\(\alpha\) of Ab2-1.4 was amplified by PCR and used with the SceI-compatible promoter (in the vector pBl8-8-LE; kindly supplied by Dr. K. Rajewsky (Max Delbruck Center for Molecular Medicine, Berlin, Germany). The sequence was inserted into pBluescript II SK (+) (Fermantas). 5′ of the B1-8 promoter and VDJ\(\alpha\), we inserted a self-deleting neomycin selection cassette flanked by loxP sites (pCEN). This selection cassette is under control of a testis-specific promoter (pCEN). We inserted an 8′ homology arm (5′ kb) into pCEN, also was cloned into pBAD. The construct was linearized with Ascl, and Balb/c embryonic stem (ES) cells were transfected by electroporation. Targeted ES cells were screened by PCR of BALB/c genomic DNA, also was cloned into pBAD. The construct was linearized with PviI and transfected into BALB/c ES cells, as described above. Mice used in experiments were cre deleterized with PviI and transfected into BALB/c ES cells, as described above.

Genomic BALB/c DNA, was cloned into pBAD. The construct was linearized with PviI and transfected into BALB/c ES cells, as described above. Clones were probed by Southern blotting (Supplemental Fig. 1B). An ES cell clone with correct integration was injected into blastocysts of pseudor戍ant mice. Breeding of chimeric offspring resulted in germline transmission of the rearranged VDJ\(\alpha\) anti-Id (VDJ\(\alpha\)). Mice used in further experiments were hemizygous for the KJ-rearranged H chain gene.

The L chain-targeting construct (Supplemental Fig. 1C) was designed based on a previous KJ L chain construct (22). Rearranged V\(\gamma\) of \(\kappa\) chain anti-Id (V\(\kappa\)) of Ab2-1.4 was amplified by PCR and was used with its endogenous promoter. This fragment was originally cloned into pVKR3-83Neo (22) (kindly supplied by Dr. R. Pelanda, University of Colorado, Denver, CO). Further, the 3′ homology arm and rearranged V\(\kappa\) were cloned into pBAD, followed by insertion of a PGK-neoselection cassette into pBAD (Ozgene). Finally, a 5′ homology arm (6.1 kb), obtained from pCEN of genomic BALB/c DNA, was cloned into pBAD. The construct was linearized with PviI and transfected into BALB/c ES cells, as described above. Clones were probed by Southern blotting (Supplemental Fig. 1D). Mice with a correct targeted integration were crossed with cre deleter mice (23) to remove the PGK-neoselection cassette. Mice used in experiments were hemizygous for the knocked-in rearranged L chain gene.

Anti-Id DK1 mice, Id-specific TCR-TG mice, and other mice

Hemizygous anti-Id DK1 (anti-Id\(\kappa\)) mice on a Balb/c background were generated by crossing hemizygous VDJ\(\alpha\) and hemizygous V\(\kappa\) mice. Offspring were typed by PCR and by detection of anti-Id Abs in serum by ELISA (e.g., Fig. 1B). Id (\(\alpha\)216\)specific TCR-TG (19) hemizygous mice on a Balb/c background or a SCID background were used as a source of Id-specific Th cells. OVA-specific D011.10 TCR-TG mice were described (24); C.B-17 (IgH b) (Taconic), BALB/c (Charles River), or NOD.Cg-Prkdck1.1;H2bB11-3SJ3 mice (NOD scid \(\gamma\) [NSG]) (The Jackson Laboratory) were used as recipients in adoptive-transfer experiments. All animal experiments were approved by the National Committee for Animal Experiments (Oslo, Norway).

Flow cytometry

The following mAbs were produced and affinity purified in the laboratory, followed by conjugation by standard procedures to biotin, FITC, or PE: Id\(\alpha\) M315 (IgA, x2), clonotype-specific GB113 mAb that binds the TCR of Id-specific T cells from TCR-TG mice were cultured, essentially as previously described, and used as resting cells on day 10 (25). In vitro Th cell- and B cell-proliferation assays by \(F^H\)HTD\(\alpha\)R incorporation

T cell-proliferation assays were set up in 96-well round-bottom plates (200 \(\mu\)l/well). Polarized Th2 cells (2 \(\times\) 10⁵) or naive T cells (2 \(\times\) 10⁵) were cultured with irradiated Balb/c cells (1 \(\times\) 10⁵, 800 rad) in the presence or absence of Id\(\alpha\) Ig. For Th2 cell proliferation in Fig. 2B, 5 \(\times\) 10⁵ Th2 cells and 5 \(\times\) 10⁵ DC or B cells were used per well. For B cell-proliferation assays, irradiated naive T cells (5 \(\times\) 10⁵) were cultured with B cells (1 \(\times\) 10⁴). A total of 1 mg Cl\(\delta\) \(F^H\)HTD\(\alpha\)R was added for the last 16 h of a 64-h culture. Cultures were harvested and counted with a MicroBeta 2 plate counter (PerkinElmer).

In vitro B and T cell proliferation (measured by BrdU incorporation) and expression of activation markers

Th cells and B cells were incubated in flat-bottom 24-well plates (800 \(\mu\)l) in the following ratios: 1:1 Th cells (8 \(\times\) 10⁵)/B cells (8 \(\times\) 10⁵) for Th cell assays, 2:3 Th cells (1.6 \(\times\) 10⁵)/B cells (8 \(\times\) 10⁵) for B cell assays (Fig. 2D). After 75 h, 10 \(\mu\)M BrdU (BD Bioscience) was added to the cultures. Cells were analyzed 12–16 h later by flow cytometry for incorporation of BrdU and expression of activation markers. For Th cell assays in Fig. 6, cells were incubated in 24-well plates at a ratio of 1:4 of T cells (2 \(\times\) 10⁵) and B cells or DCs (8 \(\times\) 10⁴). BrdU was added after 50 h, and cells were analyzed 12–16 h later by flow cytometry.

Adoptive cell-transfer experiments

For B cell (IgH) and C.B-17 (IgH) recipients, transferred Th cells were either polarized Th2 cells or CD4⁰ depleted naive Id-specific CD4⁰ B cells. Transferred B cells were CD19² purified by positive selection or negative selection from spleens of anti-Id\(\kappa\) mice. Various numbers of cells were injected i.v., as indicated in the text and figure legends. After 24 h, Id\(\alpha\) Ig or Id\(\alpha\) isotype-control Ig (Ig\(\alpha\) iso Ig) was injected i.v., followed by i.p. injection of 1 mg BrdU in PBS. Mice were given BrdU (600 \(\mu\)g/ml) in the drinking water until termination of the experiment. Serum samples were obtained for measurement of anti-Id Abs. For NSG recipients, anti-Id B cells from anti-Id\(\kappa\) mice and Id-specific Th cells from TCR-TG Scid mice were purified by negative selection (Milenyi Biotech), as described above (Cell proliferation). Each mouse received 2 \(\times\) 10⁵ anti-B cells and 5 \(\times\) 10⁵ Id-specific Th cells i.v., followed by 50 \(\mu\)g Id\(\alpha\) Ig i.v. after 24 h.

Intracellular staining

For intracellular transcription factor staining, spleen and lymph node single-cell suspensions were permeabilized and fixed using the Foxp3 Staining Kit (eBioscience). For intracellular cytokine detection, cells were stimulated with PMA and ionomycin (both from Sigma) in the presence of monensin (Becton Dickinson) in vitro for 4 h in cell culture medium, before permeabilization with Cytotex/Cytoperm Plus reagents (BD Biosciences) and staining with specific mAbs. Quadruple-stained cells were analyzed on a FACSCalibur instrument with CellQuest Pro (BD Biosciences).

Immunohistochemistry

Spleens were embedded in O.C.T. (Tissue-Tek) and cryopreserved at \(-80^\circ\text{C}\). Eight-bit images were acquired at room temperature using an inverted Zeiss LSM 710 laser scanning confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany), equipped with a 10× NA 0.45 DIC objective (Plan-Apochromat; Nikon Instruments, Amstelveen, The Netherlands), and Zen 2009 Microscope and Imaging software (Carl Zeiss).

ELISA for anti-Id Abs

Sixty-nine well plates were coated with the M315 mAb, diluted sera were added, and plates were developed with biotinylated rat mAb specific for mouse CD8 or depletion of all other major cell populations (mouse CD4 Negative Selection Kit; both from Invitrogen). Anti-Id\(\kappa\) B cells were purified from spleens by either positive selection (CD19 MicroBeads) or negative selection by depletion of non-B cells (B Cell Isolation Kit; both from Miltenyi Biotec). DCs were purified by PAN DC MicroBeads (both CD11c⁺ and CD11c⁺/CD44⁺/mouse plasmacytoid DC Ag-1⁺ DCs; Miltenyi Biotec), according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Polarized Th2 cell lines from Id-specific TCR-TG mice were cultured, essentially as previously described, and used as resting cells on day 10 (25).

Mouse CD8 or depletion of all other major cell populations (mouse CD4 Negative Selection Kit; both from Invitrogen). Anti-Id\(\kappa\) B cells were purified from spleens by either positive selection (CD19 MicroBeads) or negative selection by depletion of non-B cells (B Cell Isolation Kit; both from Miltenyi Biotec). DCs were purified by PAN DC MicroBeads (both CD11c⁺ and CD11c⁺/mouse plasmacytoid DC Ag-1⁺ DCs; Miltenyi Biotec), according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Polarized Th2 cell lines from Id-specific TCR-TG mice were cultured, essentially as previously described, and used as resting cells on day 10 (25).
IgG2b (R12-3), IgG2a* (8.3), and IgG1* (10.9) (all from BD Biosciences) or with alkaline phosphatase–conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG (Sigma–Aldrich).

Statistical analysis

Comparative experiments were tested for statistical significance using the unpaired two-tailed Student t test.

Results

Generation and characterization of DKI mice expressing an anti-Id BCR

The anti-Id mAb Ab2-1.4 is a BALB/c IgG1κ mAb specific for an Id related to the Ag-binding site of M315 (20). The rearranged V(D)J regions of the H and L chain of Ab2-1.4 were sequenced and contained 9 and 2 aa substitutions, respectively (Supplemental Figs. 2, 3). Binding of Ab2-1.4 to M315 is of intermediate affinity (affinity constant $[K_d] = 0.77 \times 10^7$ M$^{-1}$) (27).

Two separate KI mice were generated by use of BALB/c ES cells: one for rearranged VDJH and the other for rearranged VJL (Supplemental Fig. 1). Hemizygous H chain anti-Id from Ab2-1.4, VDJHId, and L chain VJLId mice were crossed to obtain hemizygous DKI anti-Id mice. B cells of anti-IdDKI mice bind Id$^+$ M315, and their sera contained IgM and IgG anti-Id Abs. Single VJLId and VDJHId mice failed in these respects, although VDJHId H chains, when paired with certain endogenous L chains, apparently resulted in Ig that bound weakly to Id$^+$ M315 (Fig. 1A, 1B).

Hemizygous anti-IdDKI mice (IgHa) were crossed with IgH chain allotype congenic C.B-17 mice (IgHb) to make anti-IdDKI mice. In 4-mo-old anti-IdDKI offspring, almost all B cells expressed IgD$^+$ or IgMa (Fig. 1C), whereas very few cells expressed IgDb or IgMb (data not shown). Moreover, anti-IdDKI offspring expressed only $\kappa$' BCR and had almost no $\lambda$' B cells (Fig. 1D). Thus, $\lambda$ chain allelic and L chain isotypic exclusion was close to complete in the anti-IdDKI mice, even in adults.

Four-week-old anti-IdDKI mice had an accelerated development of B cells, because the bone marrow contained few pro/pre B cells and showed a corresponding increase in mature B cells compared with BALB/c mice (Fig. 1E, Supplemental Fig. 4). The accelerated B cell development is most likely caused by the prearranged BCR of anti-Id cells (28). The frequencies of splenic B cell subsets [follicular (Fo), marginal zone, B1, T1, T2, and T3] in anti-IdDKI mice were essentially identical to those of normal BALB/c mice (Fig. 1F, Supplemental Fig. 4). Moreover, spleen and lymph nodes had approximately the same size and cellularity in anti-IdDKI and BALB/c mice (data not shown). These observations indicate that the Id-specific BCR is not extensively negatively selected by autoantigen and that anti-Id B cells are naive. Anti-IdDKI and BALB/c mice had similar frequencies of peripheral CD4$^+$ and CD8$^+$ T cells (data not shown).

Naive anti-Id B cells have increased ability to stimulate naive Id-specific CD4$^+$ T cells in the presence of Id$^+$ Ig in vitro

It is known that Id$^+$ M315 IgA is processed by APCs upon internalization and that a CDR3 3′ L chain (aa 91–101) is presented on MHCI molecules (I-E$^z$) to Id-specific CD4$^+$ T cells (12, 14). A TCR-TG mouse with this Id specificity was established previously on a BALB/c background (19). By combining the present anti-IdDKI mice and the available Id-specific TCR-TG mice, a fully syngeneic system was established for studying Th cell–B cell collaboration in response to Id$^+$ Ig.

Naive anti-Id B cells induced proliferation of naive Id-specific CD4$^+$ T cells (Fig. 2A) and Id-specific Th2-committed CD4$^+$ cells (Fig. 2B) at Id$^+$ M315 concentrations as low as 0.1 and 0.01 μg/ml, respectively. Nearly all of the T cells became blasts and proliferated in response to anti-Id B cells and Id$^+$ Ig (Fig. 2C). Expression of the anti-Id BCR was required for the enhanced Id-specific T cell responses, because B cells from BALB/c mice failed to induce Id-specific T cell proliferation (Fig. 2C). There was a requirement for complete (H+L) Id$^+$ Ig to bind anti-Id BCR, because isolated H and L chains failed to induce T cell proliferation (Fig. 2B).

In addition to proliferation, T cells upregulated activation markers, such as CD25 and CD44 (Fig. 2G). Collectively, these in vitro experiments show that naive anti-Id B cells could induce activa-
Naive anti-Id B cells proliferated and expressed activation markers in the presence of Id+ Ig and naive Id-specific T cells in vitro

We next tested whether Id-specific T cell–B cell collaboration was reciprocal. Naive anti-Id B cells were purified by negative selection from spleens (Fig. 2D–F). Naive Id-specific T cells were also negatively selected and irradiated (Materials and Methods) (Fig. 2D) or not (Fig. 2E, 2F). Under these conditions, anti-Id B cells became activated and proliferated in the presence of both Id+ Ig and Id-specific Th cells (Fig. 2D, 2E). Only a low concentration of Id+ Ig (0.1 μg/ml) was needed (Fig. 2D). Anti-Id B cells also increased their expression of cell surface molecules involved in T/B cell synapses, such as CD54, CD40, MHCII molecules, and CD44 (Fig. 2F), as well as activation markers, such as CD69 and GL7 (data not shown).

Naive Id-specific Th cells proliferated and produced CD4+ T subset–specific cytokines in response to Id+ Ig and anti-Id B cells in vivo in BALB/c recipients

A series of in vivo experiments was performed in which anti-Id B cells, naive Id-specific Th cells, and Ig were administered i.v. into nonirradiated BALB/c recipients. Transfer of $4 \times 10^8$ B + T cells (1:1) resulted in populations of Id-specific T cells, constituting $\sim 0.03$ and $\sim 0.05$% of lymphocytes in recipient spleens and lymph nodes, respectively (Fig. 3B). A 5-fold expansion of proliferating (BrdU+) T cells was induced by Id+ Ig, but not Id- iso Ig, in both spleen and lymph nodes (Fig. 3B, 3C). Omission of anti-Id B cells in the transfer abrogated responses (Fig. 3B). CD40L was upregulated specifically on Id-specific Th cells stimulated by anti-Id B cells and Id+ Ig in vivo (Fig. 3D). CD40L is expressed on activated Th cells and important for formation of germinal centers (GCs) (29). Several cytokines were specifically upregulated in Id-specific T cells in vivo. The cytokine profile produced by activated CD4+ T cells suggests that Id-specific T cells differentiate into several different CD4+ T cell subsets. Major fractions of activated T cells produced IL-4 and IL-21, lineage-specific cytokines commonly associated with the Th2 and Th follicular helper cell (ThF) subsets, respectively (30) (Fig. 3E). Minor fractions produced increased levels of IL-10, IL-17, and IFN-γ (Fig. 3E), which are commonly associated with regulatory T cell, Th17, and Th1 subsets, respectively (30–32). Despite the heterogeneity, our data suggest that a major fraction of the CD4+ T cells involved in Id-specific T–B collaboration in vivo differentiated into Th2 and ThF cells.

Anti-Id B cells proliferated, formed plasma cells, and isotype switched in the presence of Id-specific T cells and Id+ Ig in BALB/c recipients

The Id+ Ig–dependent activation of Id-specific Th cells in vivo was accompanied by an expansion of anti-Id B cells. Upon cotransfer of anti-Id B cells, Id-specific Th2 cells, and Id+ Ig, the anti-Id
Id-specific T cells (CD4+/GB113+) among gated lymphocytes in spleens and lymph nodes (LN) on day 10. Data are mean ± SEM for three mice from one experiment. *p < 0.05.

B cells expanded and proliferated (Fig. 4A–C). Recipients developed high titers of anti-Id IgG1 and IgG2a Abs (Fig. 4D). These anti-Id B cell responses were dependent on the presence of Id+ Ig (Fig. 4C, 4D). In another transfer experiment using negatively selected naïve B and CD4+ T cells (Fig. 4E), we observed a significantly higher number of CD19iso/B220iso/CXCR4+/CD138+ plasma cells in spleens of mice having received Id+ Ig compared with mice given Id– iso Ig (Fig. 4F). This increase in plasma cells corresponded to an increased abundance of isotype-switched IgG anti-Id Ab (data not shown). To exclude that the increase in isotype-switched IgG cells was short-lived, we measured anti-Id IgG in serum every 5 d after adoptive transfer of cells and Id+ Ig. Isotype-switched anti-Id IgG in serum first appeared at day 10 and persisted until the termination of the experiment on day 30 after adoptive transfer, demonstrating generation of long-lived (>30 d) plasma cells (Fig. 4G).

Small amounts of anti-Id B cells, naïve Id-specific T cells, and Id+ Ig were required for production of anti-Id Abs in vivo

Measurement of anti-Id Abs in sera was found to be a more sensitive read-out for T cell–B cell collaboration than was flow cytometry. Thus, to determine the threshold for the Id-specific T cell–B cell collaboration, we performed titration experiments by monitoring isotype-switched anti-Id Ig in serum (Fig. 5).

Titrated numbers of anti-Id B cells (CD19+) and naïve Id-specific CD4+ T cells, as well as a fixed amount of Id+ Ig (50 μg), were transferred i.v. into nonirradiated BALB/c mice (Fig. 5A). The highest number of cells (4×10^7 of a 1:1 mixture) induced high titers of anti-Id Ab of IgG1, IgG2a, and IgG2b isotypes on day 10. Anti-Id Ab levels tapered off with titration of transferred cells but were still detectable with as few as 5×10^6 cells. Transfer of this number resulted in Id-specific T cells constituting ~0.005% of lymphocytes in spleens, as detected by flow cytometry (data not shown). Anti-Id B cells could not be detected using BCR-specific Abs, probably due to modulation of the BCR. The anti-Id Ab responses were dependent on Id+ Ig, because injection of Id– iso Ig failed to induce any anti-Id Ab (Fig. 5A). These results indicated that Id-specific B and T cells could interact productively in vivo at very low frequencies.

Next, the number of transferred anti-Id B and T cells was kept constant (4×10^7), whereas Id+ Ig was titrated (Fig. 5B). Anti-Id responses declined with reduced amounts of injected Id+ Ig. The influence of Id+ Ig concentration on anti-Id responses was different for the various IgG subclasses, with the following order of sensitivity: IgG2b > IgG2a > IgG1. IgG2b responses were observed at the lowest dose injected i.v., 0.4 μg. Id– iso Ig failed to induce any responses, and Id-specific T cells were required (Fig. 5B).

Naive anti-Id B cells were more potent than DCs as APCs of Id+ Ig in vitro

We compared the Ag-presentation abilities of splenic DCs and Id-specific B cells to Id-specific T cells. Purified naïve anti-Id B cells and DCs (Materials and Methods) were cultured with purified naïve Id-specific CD4+ T cells in the presence of titrated amounts of Id+ Ig. After 68 h, anti-Id B cells had induced ~15% of Id-specific T cells to proliferate (incorporation of BrUrd) in the presence of as little as 0.1 μg/ml Id+ Ig. In contrast, DCs had induced proliferation of only 2% of Id-specific T cells and only at the highest concentration of Id+ Ig tested (10 μg/ml). At lower concentrations of Id+ Ig, no proliferation was observed (Fig. 6A).

We also compared the ability of the two APCs to induce the upregulation of cell surface markers involved in Th cell differentiation. Upregulation of the chemokine receptor CXCR5 is important for the migration and positioning of Fo Th cells in the B cell follicles (33). Hence, DCs can prime naïve Th cells and
induce the upregulation of CXCR5 and subsequent Th cell migration to the follicles (34). Interestingly, we found that anti-Id B cells induced expression of CXCR5 on ~8% of CD4+ T cells at Id+ Ig concentrations ≥ 0.1 μg/ml. In contrast, DCs required the highest concentration of Id+ Ig (10 μg/ml) to induce CXCR5 expression and did so only on ~3% of CD4+ T cells (Fig. 6B). Differentiation of Fo Th cells, as well as the accumulation of Fo Th cells in B cell follicles, is thought to be dependent on costimulatory signals delivered through CD28, OX40, and ICOS (35–39). Anti-Id B cells induced a population of CD28+/OX40+ CD4+ Th cells in the presence of as little as 0.01 μg/ml of Id+ Ig (Fig. 6C). No upregulation of these two costimulatory molecules on CD4+ T cells was induced by either DCs or wild-type (wt) B cells acting as APCs, even at a 1000-fold higher concentration of Id+ Ig (Fig. 6C). Programmed cell death protein-1 (PD-1) and ICOS are markers associated with the activated GC-associated Th cell population (40). A PD-1+/ICOS+ population was observed when Id-specific CD4+ T cells were cocultured with anti-Id B cells and 0.1 μg/ml Id+ Ig. DCs and wt B cells failed to induce any significant upregulation of PD-1 and ICOS on Id-specific T cells at any concentration of Id+ Ig tested (Fig. 7D). In summary, in the presence of unadjuvanted Id+ Ig, naive anti-Id B cells were, by a number of criteria, far superior to DCs and wt B cells at inducing activation and proliferation of naive Id-specific CD4+ T cells in vitro.

**Id-specific T cell–B cell collaboration in vivo and GC formation did not require other APCs, including DCs**

Differentiation of Fo Th cells is believed to be initiated by the priming of naive T cells by DCs (41). Given the capacity of anti-Id B cells to induce upregulation of Tfh-associated chemokine receptor and surface markers in vitro, we examined whether the GC reaction could proceed in vivo in the absence of Id presentation by APCs other than anti-Id B cells. To this end, Th and B cells, and Ig in PBS, were transferred i.v. to immunodeficient, MHC-incompatible NSG recipients with the H-2b+b haplotype. MHC molecules encoded by this haplotype were not expected to be able to present the Id peptide to I-Ed-restricted Id-specific T cells. Transferred cells were purified by negative selection and were presumptively untouched and naive. On day 10 after transfer, the anti-Id B cells amounted to ~2% of spleen cells, provided that Id-specific T cells and Id+ Ig also were transferred (Fig. 7B). The anti-Id B cell population was significantly smaller in the absence of either Id-specific T cells or Id+ Ig (Fig. 7B). Almost all of the anti-Id B cells that had expanded in response to Id-specific T cells and Id+ Ig were Fas+ (Fig. 7C) and PNA+ (Fig. 7D), and approximately half of these cells were IgDhigh and half were IgDlow, consistent with having an early and late GC phenotype, respectively (Fig. 7C, 7D) (42). Stimulated anti-Id B cells appeared to differentiate, because ~2% of spleen cells were early plasma cells (CD138+MHCII+) on day 10. This population was completely absent when IgDlow anti-Id B cells were transferred in the absence of Id presentation (Fig. 7E). Consistent with plasma cell differentiation, recipients of anti-Id B cells, Id-specific T cells, and Id+ Ig, but not recipients lacking any of the three, developed a high titer of switched anti-Id IgG in serum (Fig. 7F).

The findings for Id-specific Th cells mirrored those found for anti-Id B cells. Thus, Id-specific Th cells expanded to ~3.5% of splenocytes on day 10 (Fig. 7G), provided that both anti-Id B cells and Id+ Ig had been cotransferred (Fig. 7G). Importantly, the lack of Th cell expansion in the absence of anti-Id B cells supports the
anticipation that the Id-specific TCR cannot recognize the Id peptide on MHC molecules of the H-2^b haplotype. About 30% of the expanded GB113 +/-CD4+ cells were PD1 +/-CXCR5+ compared with only 4% of the Id-specific Th cells in the control group that received Id iso Ig (Fig. 7H). The chemokine receptor CXCR5 and the regulatory membrane protein PD-1 are both associated with Fo Th cells (30).

We also stained spleen sections from mice that received anti-Id B cells, Id-specific T cells, and Id+ Ig. Anti-Id B cells stained with the GC markers PNA or GL7 (Fig. 7I, data not shown). Moreover, the PNA+ cells were interspersed with Id-specific Th cells (Fig. 7I). These GC-like structures were not seen when Id iso control was used (data not shown). Collectively, these transfer experiments, using MHCII-mismatched NSG recipients, demonstrated that Id-specific T cell–B cell collaboration, GC formation, and plasma cell development with secretion of anti-Id Ab did not require Id presentation by non–B cell APCs, including DCs.

Discussion
Recently, anti-Id Abs were reported to play a role in autoimmune diseases (5, 6), in nonresponsiveness to Ab-based biologics (9), and in vaccination (7). However, the cellular mechanism for induction of anti-Id Ab under physiological conditions is essentially unknown. We generated DKI mice that express a mutated anti-Id BCR specific for the Id + M315 myeloma protein (K_a = 0.77 x 10^7 M^-1) (27). Using these mice and previously established Id-specific TCR-TG mice (19), we generated a syngeneic BALB/c model in which collaboration between B and Th cells, in response to Id+ Ig, can be studied. Results from transfer experiments demonstrated that naive T and B cells at low frequencies could efficiently collaborate in the presence of low concentrations of adjuvant-free Id+ Ig. These results argue for a physiological relevance of Id-specific T cell–B cell collaboration.

Double anti-Id BCR KI mice express Ig H and L chain V regions of the somatically mutated Ab2-1.4 anti-Id mAb (20) that is specific for the extensively studied M315 myeloma protein (3, 43–45). Consistent with findings in other BCR KI mice (21, 28), anti-Id B cells had an accelerated development in the bone marrow.
This observation would be explained by a rapid and efficient expression of prearranged V(D)J gene segments knocked into the J regions. Allelic and isotopic exclusion was pronounced. Peripheral B cell numbers and the distribution of B cell subsets were essentially normal. Isotype switching was efficient. The lack of signs of negative selection suggested that the Ab2-1.4 anti-Id BCR does not react to conventional self-Ags.

The Id-specific B cells required ≥1000-fold less Id*Ig for stimulation of Id-specific CD4⁺ T cells compared with normal B cells. A likely explanation for this dose-lowering effect is that Id-specific B cells efficiently accumulate Id*Ig via their anti-Id BCR, and subsequently process and present increased levels of Id peptide/MHCII complexes on their surfaces for efficient stimulation of Id-specific CD4⁺ T cells. Such a mechanism is in agreement with that previously described for conventional T cell–B cell collaboration in which T and B cells share specificity for foreign Ag (“linked recognition”) (46). In addition to increased display of Id/MHC, ligation of the anti-Id BCR by Id*Ig is likely to activate B cells and increase their efficiency as APCs for Id-specific CD4⁺ cells (47). Consistent with this, we found that Id-specific T cell–B cell collaboration resulted in upregulation of costimulatory cell surface molecules on the B cells.

It is noteworthy that Id-specific B and T cells collaborated efficiently, even when both cell populations were untouched and previously unstimulated (naïve). This may appear surprising, because naïve B cells have been described to be poor APCs for naïve T cells (48, 49). However, these conclusions were based on experiments done in the absence of an Ag-specific BCR. It is likely that ligation of BCR by Id*Ig and upregulation of MHCII and costimulatory molecules (Fig. 2F) are necessary for the ability of anti-Id B cells to stimulate naïve Id-specific T cells (50).

Anti-Id B cells were far superior to DCs in activating Id-specific T cells at low doses of Id*Ig in vitro. This observation was surprising given the longstanding belief that DCs are better APCs than B cells (51). Several factors could contribute to the present observation. First, no adjuvant was used in the experimental setup; thus, DCs were probably relatively immature. Second, the nature of the Ag could influence the relative importance of B cells and DCs as APCs. In this respect, complete Ig appears to be relatively resistant to processing and presentation by spleen APCs (12), possibly as a result of the well-known resistance of Ig to proteolytic enzymes. It might be that the insensitivity of Ig to Ag processing could be overcome by binding of Ig to an anti-Id BCR, resulting in efficient endocytosis and upregulation of the B cell’s Ag-processing machinery (52). Third, the bivalent structure of the

**FIGURE 7.** Id-specific T cell–B cell collaboration results in GCs and isotype switching and does not require Id presentation by other APCs than B cells. (A) Experimental design. Anti-Id B cells (H-2d, 5 × 10⁶), Id-specific CD4⁺ T cells (I-Ek restricted, 2 × 10⁶, from TCR-TG SCID mice), and Id*Ig or Id*iso Ig (50 μg) were transferred i.v. into NSG (H-2g) mice. Transferred cells were naive and purified by negative selection. Sera and spleens were analyzed on day 10. (B) Percentage of B cells in recipient spleens. (C) GC B cells (IgD⁺/FAS⁺), as the percentage of B cells (MHCII⁺/B220⁺ gated), shown for mice given anti-Id B cells, Id-specific T cells, and Id*Ig, (D) GC B cells (IgD⁺/FAS⁺), as the percentage of B cells (MHCII⁺/B220⁺ gated), shown for mice given anti-Id B cells, Id-specific T cells, and Id*Ig. (E) Level of early plasma cells (CD138⁺/MHCII⁺), as the percentage of splenocytes. (F) Levels of total IgG anti-Id ab in sera of recipients. (G) Percentage of Id-specific T cells (GB113⁺/CD4⁺) in spleens of recipient mice. (H) Expression of PD1/CXCR5 on GB113⁺/CD4⁺ cells in spleens of recipient mice (shown for mice given anti-Id B cells, Id-specific T cells, and either Id*Ig or Id*iso Ig). Percentages of PD1⁺/CXCR5⁺ and PD1⁺/CXCR5⁻ of GB113⁺/CD4⁺ cells are given in the upper right and lower left quadrants, respectively. The scarcity of dots in the Id*iso Ig group is due to the low number of analyzable cells in this group [see (G)]. (I) Immunofluorescence of a frozen spleen section from an NSG mouse that received anti-Id B cells, Id-specific T cells, and Id*Ig. GCs stained red with PNA, and Id-specific T cells stained green with clonotype-specific mAb GB113. Shown is one of more than four representative images from three independent experiments with three mice/group. Scale bar, 100 μm. Data (mean ± SEM) are one representative of two experiments with three mice/group (B–F), summarize two experiments with three mice/group (G), or are one representative image from one experiment with three mice/group (H). *p < 0.05.
current Id⁺ Ig may render it especially potent as a BCR ligand. Although most experimental protein Ags are monovalent and cannot cross-link BCRs, Id⁺ Ig is bivalent, facilitating cross-linking of BCR. Moreover, because Id determinants on Id⁺ Ig have a spacing commensurate with that of the binding sites of the BCR, pairs of Id/anti-Id molecules that bivalently bind each other could form, and these could have special signaling properties.

Efficient Id-specific T cell–B cell collaboration and GC formation took place in immunodeficient NSG hosts that lack MHC molecules able to present the Id peptide to Id-specific T cells. These results suggest that naive B and T cells are sufficient to initiate anti-Id responses to Id⁺ Ig and that Id presentation by other APCs, such as DCs, is not needed. A caveat is that NSG mice have abnormal lymphoid structures that could obviate a need for DCs that is otherwise necessary in immunosufficient mice with normal lymphoid anatomy. In contrast, redundancy of DCs for Id-specific T cell–B cell collaboration is consistent with our in vitro data demonstrating that anti-Id B cells are far better APCs of adjuvant-free Id⁺ Ig than are DCs. Moreover, anti-Id B cells supported development of Fo Th-like cells, perhaps facilitating GC formation. The lack of a requirement for DCs may appear surprising because the prevailing model for GC development involves an initial DC priming of naive T cells. This initial T cell activation takes place in T cell zones of lymphoid tissue and involves CD80/86-expressing mature DCs. Signaling through the TCR induces production of IL-21 and expression of the costimulatory molecules CD28 and ICOS. Further signaling through TCR, CD28, and IL-21R in the T cell zone or T–B cell border initiates upregulation of the chemokine receptor CXCR5 and downregulation of the chemokine receptor CCR7, together facilitating migration into B cell follicles (30, 34, 40). In addition, costimulatory receptors that are upregulated during the initial T cell priming, such as CD40L, OX40, and ICOS, have been implicated in efficient migration into the B cell follicles (53, 54). As a second stage of APC–Th cell interaction, B cells are required to complete Fo Th differentiation (55, 56). Recent studies showed that the entry of Cd4⁺ T cells into follicles and Fo Th cell differentiation can be independent of B cells (54, 57). Our results suggest that initial DC priming of T cells may be dispensable for Id⁺ Ig–dependent T cell–B cell collaboration and Fo Th development. This initial T cell–B cell contact and priming could occur in lymphocyte retention around high endothelial venules (58) or during the time when B cells crawl through the T cell area before entering the B cell follicle (59). Our findings are in agreement with another study (50), using hen egg lysozyme–specific BCR KI mice, which also demonstrated that T cell–B cell collaboration can proceed in the absence of DCs as APCs.

Injection of as little as 5 × 10⁵ of naive Id-specific B and T cells and 0.4 µg of Id⁺ Ig in saline elicited production of isotype-switched anti-Id IgG2b Abs. These results indicate that Id-specific T cell–B cell interactions could take place under physiological circumstances in normal animals. Also, several factors might enhance the above-mentioned sensitivity. The affinity of the anti-Id BCR for Id⁺ Ig, as well as the affinity of the TCR T cells for the Id peptide/MHCII complexes, could influence the sensitivity. Another important factor could be the isotype of the Id⁺ Ig ligand. IgA (used in this study) could be different from other isotypes, such as pentamic Id⁺ IgM. Such ligands could more extensively cross-link BCR and, thus, increase B cell activation. Finally, different isotypes of Id⁺ Ig could vary in their susceptibility to Ag processing in B cells, thus yielding different amounts of Id peptide/MHCII complexes for display to Id-specific T cells. Regardless of the above-mentioned possibilities, our results indicate that naive Id-specific B and T cells constitute a self-sufficient collaborating machinery driving the expansion and maturation of the cognate B and T cells in vivo.
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There was a grammatical error in the first sentence of the abstract, which could change the intended meaning. The corrected sentence is below. This sentence has been corrected in the online version of the article, which now differs from the print version as originally published.

Anti-idiotope (anti-Id) Abs have a role in therapy against B cell lymphomas, as inhibitors of pathogenic autoantibodies, and as surrogate Ags for immunization.
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